The third round of the event featured programs ranging from burping contests to the '80s. Teams pay $2 a person to participate in the challenge, and prizes include such items as Bellacino's gift cards and movie gift certificates.

Noah Hill, sophomore, said trivia night once again, however, is working with a class of Truman students. Hill said the event is pretty rowdy. "It usually gets pretty rowdy," he said. "Sometimes we have funny prizes for the challenge rounds." Hill said the event moved from its former location at Too Tall’s to the building’s downstairs area. The third round of the event featured programs ranging from burping contests to the '80s. Teams pay $2 a person to participate in the challenge, and prizes include such items as Bellacino’s gift cards and movie gift certificates.

Student Activity Board filled the SUB Down Under room with computerized versions of trivia night. The brain teasing also can be found outside of the SUB.

"We usually think of 10 questions each off the top of our heads," Hill said. "We try not to ask anything we don’t know, because then we don’t have any points to be earned through challenges, like the really gross questions."
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